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it's a particularly rock-paper-scissors wargame, with tanks, infantry, fliers, walkers and titans as
counters to each other in specific situations, and terrain that's either damaging, hard-stopping,

crossable only by fiers, or cover but only for infantry. like all the horus heresy games and books it
demands a dedication to the fictional history of warhammer 40,000 as passionate as any wwii nut to

get the most out of it, but if that's you then you probably already know battle of tallarn and are
humming the theme tune (opens in new tab) right now. which brings us to the big question: is it

worth it? it's this kind of question that makes me a little suspicious of the whole thing, because for all
the pre-launch hype surrounding the inquisitor's class, i'd say they're a couple of years too late to

the growing cohort of people who want to play more rpgy games. still, i'm one of those people, so a
few months ago i decided to bite the bullet and just dive in, with a few friends to help me. the

game's out on steam, and i'll be talking more about that as the months pass, so let's just move on to
the meat of the game, eh? i've enjoyed a lot of bioware's rpg games over the years. i loved my time
with da:o, i liked the start of mass effect, and i liked the end of mass effect. inquisition's just a little

bit more like that da:o period, in that you're on a starship with an ai crew, and your job is to give
orders and make sure they do them. the problem with inquisitor is that, while it has a lot of the stuff i

like about bioware rpgs, it also has some stuff that's really annoying. one of the most annoying
things is the fact that, while there are some layers of information you can learn on the 'roster'

screen, you don't actually know a huge amount about your crew until you get into a mission and play
around with them. you know they're all smart, but you don't know anything about their particular
skills or abilities, so you can't really plan out the best way to deal with a situation. in mass effect, i
was able to talk to my crew, find out about their weaknesses and best tactics, and make sensible

choices, but here, you have to figure out what's going on yourself.
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